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.l. a Aa•iir•ai 
This document describes the station management 
functionality of a node connected to a MAP local area 
• 
network. This document also serves as a guide to implement 
this functionality. 
The ManuFacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) local area 
network adheres to the networking protocol structure of an 
Open System Interconnect {OSI) speciFication as defined by·· 
the International Standards Organization (ISO). Data link 
entities, or nodes on the MAP network, control medi~ access 
by a token-passing bus. This token-passing bus conforms to 
the ANSI/IEEE 802.4 and 802.4H speciFications. 
The station manager interacts directly with the loca·1 
user, the logical 1 ink control (LLC) sublayer, the media 
access control (MAC) subla.yer, and the :physical (PHY) layer. 
The station management entity is responsible For state 
control, parameter configuration, and the collection of 
statistical data. Remote access to these functions is 
obtained through the LLC and MAC sublayers·using the station 
management frame type. 
This document suggests a station management 
implementation for a sub-network oriented for intelligent 
manufact~ring devices. This document describes an 
implementation capable of controlling several hundred 
devices by manipulating state tables with.in each station. 
'.• 
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2.0 1otcoductt;o 
'· 
-Lehigh University plans to implement a highly technical 
state-of-the-art manuf'actur f ng. eny i ronment in the Moh 1 er 
. 
building on campus. This system links together many 
intelligent devices with the Manuf'acturing Automation 
Protoco 1 (MAP) 1 oca 1 area· network. 
The Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) local area 
.. 
network· allows communication among computers and other 
intel lfgent devices in a consistent manner. MAP is designed 
as an upward compatible system to grow and evolve as 
technology expands [I]. MAP follows the Open System 
Interconnect (OSI) model. The OSI model i·s based upon 
networking support software grouped together by 
functionality. Each sortware group, or module, takes the 
f'orm of a layer, and is responsible 'for provJding selected 
r 
services to the la~er above it: In theory, any layer can be 
replaced by a new layer, which provides.the same services 
and· interfaces, without a.f'fect i. ng t·he user's perception of 
the net~ork operation. 
Nodes residing on the MAP local area network, 
~ 
communicate by the ANSI/IEEE 802.4 token-passing bus access 
method protocol. The token controls the right to transmit on 
4 
the physical medium. The node which possesses the token has 
momentary control over the medium. The token is passed by 
stations residing on the ~edium. As the token is .passed From 
~ 
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.. 
node to node a logical rfng fs formed. Normal operation 
consists or transferring data and then transf~rring the token. 
, ' 
The token is always transrerred to the next lower station 
_, 
address, except if the station is the minimum address in the 
ring, -in which case the token is passed to the station with 
the highest address value [2] . 
This document serves as a guide to implement the 
functions of the station management entity as determined by 
IEEE 802.2 and 802.4 standards, the ISA PROWAY standard, and 
the manufacturing automation protocol. 
The station management entity is responsible For 
' 
providing admiAistrative services to the local user, the 
logical 1 ink and media access control sublayers, and the 
physical layer. The station management entity 1, also 
responsible for allowing a station to become a member of the 
logical token ring, disconnecting from the token ring, and 
monitoring the participants in the logical token passing ring. 
Section 3 describes station management servic.es, and how 
these ser·v ices re 1 ate to the manufacturing automation 
protocol (MAP) local area network implementation planned for 
the Mohler building. Section 4, 5, 6, and 7, describes 
station management interactions with th~ local usery and 
layers 0, 1, and 2 ·oF the OSI reference model·. 
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The re 1 at f onsh i;p of' the stat f on manageme.nt 1 ayer to the 
local user, the· LLC sublayer, MAC sublayer, and physical 
' , 
.. 
layer is illustrated in Fig 2-1. 
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2~1 Acronym Lfst •. The following is a lfst of acronyms th~t 
~ppear fn thfs do~ument. !he acronyms are 1 fsted fn the order 
.. 
r r 
f n which they -~appear ·in this document. 
PLC: PROWAY Link Control sublayer - one of the seven layers 
as defined by the Open System Interconnect model, also 
referred to as LLC of type III. 
LLC: 
MAC: 
PHY: 
LSAP: 
RSAP: 
SSAP: 
DSAP: 
6 
OS I: 
ISO: 
IEEE: 
Logical Link Control sublayer - one of the seven layers 
as defined by the Open System Interconnect model. 
Grouped together with the media access control sublayer 
to form the data link layer. 
Media Access Control sublayer - one of the seven layers 
as defined by the Open System'Interconnect model. 
' Grouped together with the 1 og i ca 1 1 ·1 nk contra 1 sub 1 ayer 
to form the data 1 ink layer. 
Physical layer - one of the seven layers as defined by 
the Open System Interconnect model. This layer 
connects directly to the physical medium. 
Local Service Access Point - an internal entry point in 
the LLC sublayer for communication between 
administrative and application processes. 
Remote Service Access Point - an external entry point 
in the LLC sublayer for communication between 
administrative and application processes. 
A logical name or address associated with a service 
access point. 
A logical name or address associated with a shared L+-
buffer area. 
Open System Interconnect model a model based upon 
networking ~upport software based on Functionality. 
International Standards Organization. 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 
ISA~ Instrument Society of America. 
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• SME: ~society ManuFacturfng·Engine~rs. 
PS: Previous Station ~.the station that passes the token to 
this stat. i o'ri. 
TS: This Station the local station. 
NS: Next Station -· The station that this stat i ens passes 
the token to. 
, 
ASL: Active Station List - A list or stations that are 
currently participating in the logical token ring. 
sdu:, Service data unit - a communication frame. 
L·_pdu: PLC data unit - used to transfer data, commands, or 
status information between cooperating PLC entities. 
SON: 
SDA: 
RDR: 
ACM: 
C 
Send data wit~ no acknowledge - used by the local PLC 
to convey an L_pdu to one or more remote stations -
without requiring an acknowledge. The SND L_pdu is 
invoked by the L_DATA.request primitive. Used for 
broadcast commands. 
Send data with acknowledge - used by the local PLC to 
convey an L_pdu to one remote station and to request an 
acknowledge from that remote station. 
Request Data with immediate Reply - used by the local 
PLC to pass a request for data to a remote station. 
The RDR L_pdu is invoked by the L_REPLY.request 
primitive. 
Access Control Machine - A state machine within the 
media access control sublayer. 
Introduction 6 
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3.o Statton M1n1;1m1nt Entttv 
The station manage~ent entity provides administrative 
' ' 
services to the local user, the data link layer (the media 
access control and logical link control sublayers}, and the 
phys i ca 1 1 ayer. These adm in i st rat i"ve services inc 1 ude ;· 1 ) 
initialization o~_the LLC, MAC, and PHY layers, 2) station 
'-'{ 
management state machine manipulation, and 3) controlling 
communication between processes through their service access 
points. The station management entity state machine is 
responsible for controlling access to and from the logical 
""' 
token ring, and monitoring the participants in the logical 
token passing ring. The provided services, and the 
paramet~rs which are transferred when the services are 
performed, are defined in the ANSI/IEEE 802.2 ~nd 802.4 
standards, and the ISA PROWAY standard. 
The fol lowing sections describe interactions between 
the statioh management entity and the local user, the data 
1 ink 1 ayer, and the p_h,ys i ca 1 layer. This· includes 
management of the token ring, and the state machine within 
the station management entity.· 
.. 
·t., 
r 
\ 
I ' 
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3. 1 Local User Requests. The local user is the collection 
of OSI layers above layers 0, 1,·and 2. The layers greater 
than 2 represent the application software in a fully 
developed system, or test software in an evolving system. 
The local user may request the station management 
' 
entity to provide selected services. These services 
include; 1) returning the active_station_list, 2) returning 
values of PLC, MAC, or PHY parameters, 3) entering the 1 ine 
,,. 
connect state, 4) entering the line disconnect state, 5) 
entering the configure state, 6) activating a local service 
access point (LSAP), 7) activating a remote service access 
point (RSAP), and 8) deactivat.ing a.service access point 
(SAP). The local station management entity accepts thes~ 
service requests, performs the required actions, and 
immediately responds with a confirmation and any requested 
results. The local station manager performs all requests 
without exchanging information with remote station managers 
[3]. 
The station management entity may initiate spontaneous· 
reports of significant events within the LLC, MAC, or PHY 
layers to the ldcal user. Significant events include a 
¢ 
change in the active_station~l ist, duplicate address 
recognition, or a faulty local transmitter. Other 
significant events ars under consideration. 
Station Management 8 
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3.2 Data Link and Physical Layer Services. The station 
man.agement entity -provides parameters necessary f'or the data 
link and physical layers to initialize and go ·on-line. This 
situation,will occur on power-up or af'ter reset. These 
parameters include the station's address, slot time, whether 
this station is a member of· the ~oken ring, etc. These 
parameters must be located in a readable device such as- a 
software program, a sof'tware configuration file, dip 
switches, .PROM, EEROM, or any combination of these. As an 
initial pass, on a smal 1 network, these parameter can be 
located in a position dependent flat File residing on disk, 
and read into RAM on initialization. On a full scale 
implementation MAP specifies that these parameters must be 
remotely accessible and able to be permanently modi·fied with 
a station management Frame. Thi~ specification requires the 
parameters be located in a read/write device such as a· disk 
file or EEROM. 
The station management entity queries the data link and· 
physical layers to acquire parameters necessary to support 
the logical token ring. These parameters pass to other 
station management entities to suppo~t the 
active_station list and determine the performance of' the 
logical token ring. The station management entity also~ 
accepts spec i a 1 unquer i ed sign i f'lcant events~, which can occur 
in th~ data link and physical layers. The signiFicant event.s 
Station Management 9 
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,, 
.. 
include a change in the active_station_list, or a Faulty local 
transmitter [3]. 
3.3 Token Rina Management. The statio~ m~nager is 
responsible for managing the station's participation in the 
logical token ring, maintaining the active_station_l ist, 
collecting statistics concerning the behavior of the node, 
and transmitting the active_station_list and other 
statistics to re~te station managerf. These statistics are 
used For diagnosing and analyzing the performance oF the 
network. Performance and the Flexibility of remote 
operation are probably not major concerns on a first pass 
implementation. Contrell ing station management from remote 
stations can be postponed until a simple network is 
established. But what is important, even in a simple 
network, is the ability to diagnose the behavior of any 
r· 
r 
node, and the ab i 1 i ty fo.r the LAN to maintain an accurate 
active station list. A node's behavior is controlled by the 
local user through the User-Management interface. The local 
user requests the station management entity state machine to 
enter one of several states. These states include the 
conFigure, li.ne connect~ or line disconnect states. The state 
machine is discussed in section 3.4 "Station Management State 
Machine". 
Station Management 10 
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A full scale implementation will forward statistics and 
failure detections to other station managers. Failures are 
r 
detected by adjacent nodes, while statistics are accumulated 
in the station manager. This information is then passed to 
the system .manager, in the form o~ service data units (sdus), 
with the MA_CDATA primitive. System management is the 
collection of functions involved in operating, diagnosing, and 
' 
~ 
analyzing the performance o~ the network. The system manager 
is described in the IEEE 802.1 standard. 
3.4 Station Management State Machine. This section describes 
ring management by a station management entity state machine. 
The PROWAY user requests the station manager to enter the 
configure, line_connect, or line_disconnect states by the 
L_MGMT primitive passed across the User-Management interface 
with speci~ic code types. Code types are specified in tables 
4-1 to 4-3 at the end of this chapter. The line connect state 
lnitial izes the LLC, MAC, and PHY entities for entry into the 
logical token ring. The configure state allows parameter 
settings of service access points in the LLC entity. These 
" parameters affect this station's interactions with other 
participating stations. The 1 ine_disconnect state provides a 
' 
station an orderly exit from the logical token ring [3] .. pa 
Stat;on Management l 1 
. . 
, . 
• 
• 
• 
3.4.1 Line disconnect State. The state machine enters the 
lfne_disconnect state at power on, or at the request of the 
local user by a L_MGMT.request with code type 6. Figure 3-1 
. 
is a functional description of a station management entity 
performing the line disconnect process. When the local user 
reque~t the station to disconnect the station management state 
machine 'issues a MA_SET_VALUE.request with in_ring_desired 
equal to false. This notifies the previous station (PS) that 
this station (TS) desires to leave the ring. When the MAC 
-
sublayer returns a MA_EVENT.indication that the successor 
address (NS) is equal to null this station (TS) is out of the 
logical ring. This station then proceeds to disable the 
transmitter and rec·eiver Functions (3]. 
..... 
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Fig 3--1 
Line Disconnect State Diagram 
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3. 4. 2 Line connec;t State.· The line connect state is entered 
-
when the user initiates a L MGMT.request to enter the 
-
line connect state, code type 7. Refer to rigure 3-2. This 
-
is the user's method or requesting entry into the logical 
token ring. The station management entity must be in the 
line ·disconnect state to enter the line connect state. The 
line connect state initialize~ the LLC, MAC, and PHY layers. 
After the layers are success¥ul ly initialized the station is 
in the logical ring, and proceeds to the 
active station_l ist_receive state~ When in this state the 
station waits for an active station list to be received from 
. 
--,. 
this station's previous node (PS). After receiving an 
active station list~ this station enters the 1 ine connected 
- -
-
state. Upon reaching the line connected state, the station 
is properly connected to the network and can now perform 
. 
communications over the LAN. The line connected state is the 
station management's normal operat·fng mode. This state is 
often referred to as the 1 ine. connect state. From the 
line connected state the station may enter one of four 
states; 1) active station list update state, 2) 
,..._ - ' ....... 
active_station_list_clear state, 3) line_disconnected state, 
or 4) the configure or deactivate SAP state. 
The active_station_l ist_update substate is entered when 
an active stat.ion add not if' i cat ion or 
-- ..... - . 
act i vate_st.at i on_de lete_not i 'f i cation message is received 
Station Management 
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..,,, I •••• ' 
.. 
~rom the station's PS. 
' , 
The station's active station lf$t is 
- -
updated accordingly, -and the statfon returns to the line 
connected state. 
, .. 
The active station lfst·c1ear state is entered upon 
- - -
' 
receiving an PHY_MODE_CHANGE.indication primitive From the 
/ 
physical layer. This actiori is taken when the physical layer 
changes state without being commanded to. Most likely due to 
the activation of' the physi~al layer's jabber inhibit 
'function [3] • 
• 
,, 
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Ring Participation ·Management State Diagram 
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3.4.3 Configure State. The configure state is entered when 
a L MGMT.request is generated by the user to enter the 
-
configure state, code type 8, or to deactivate a service 
access point, code type 5. The user enters the configure 
state in order to ·activate local (LSAP) and remote (RSAP) 
service access points. To enter the configure state for 
this purpose, the local station management entity must be in 
the line_connect state without any PLC service access points 
activated. To deactivate a service access point the local 
' 
station management entity must be in the line_connect state 
and must wait until there are no outstanding 
request_with_response frames for this particu·lar SAP. The 
• 
LSAP can .not communication in the configure state. 
The configure state of the station management state 
machine corresponds to entry into the specified configure 
. 
state of a local or remote PLC state machine. · Accordingly, 
the deactivate state of the station management state machine 
corresponds to entry into the specified deactivate state of 
,a local or remote PLC state machine. 
Local and remote service·access points allow 
communication between adm i n .. i strati ve and app 1 i cation 
· dependent processes. The commun i cation protocols ava i ·1 ab 1 e 
are send data with immediate acknowledgment (SDA), send data 
with no acknowledgment (SON), and reque~t data wfth immediate 
reply -C RDR) • · The communication protoco 1 is selected· during 
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the activation of a particular SAP, and is then the 
re~ponsibilfty oF the logical 1 ink control sublayer to 
maintain the SAP [3]. 
3.5 Error Detection and Recover~. Detecting errors is 
' performed in the MAC sublayer, while error recovery is done at 
the logical 1 ink and higher layers. 
The MAC sublayer performs a cyclic redundancy code (CRC) 
parity check on each frame received. The frames are marked, 
~ith a flag, as either passing or falling the CRC check. The 
frame is then passed to its higher destination layer. This 
higher layer has the responsibility of error recovery. 
The station manager performs error recovery with a stop 
, . 
and wait protocol on point to point transmissions, and simply 
discards broadcast frames containing errors. It is assumed 
broadcast messages a-re t,ransm i tted redundant 1 y, and a Fa i 1 ure 
' will not occ~r if one or more frames are lost. 
Point to poi·nt transmission, a single Frame originating 
at one station and destined for another station, performs 
error recovery by~ stop and wait protocol. The idea is to-
ensure that each frame has been correctly received before 
initiating transmission of the next frame. Thus, the 
originating station transmits a frame to the destination, 
station and then waits fci~ the destination station to r~turn 
either an acknowledgment -(ack), or a negati~e acknowledgment 
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(nak), that the Frame was received. lmplement.ing time outs 
while waiting ror acknowledgment responses, guarantees the 
originating station From hanging inderinitely for the 
destination station to reply. 
Due to time outs and potential errors in the 
acknowledgment stream, ft is possible that the destination 
station receives the first frame correctly, but the 
acknowledgment is not properly returned to the originating 
•' 
station. The originating station would then retransmit the 
same frame a second ti me. The destination station cannot te·l 1 
whether the second frame is a repeat of the first frame or is 
sending a second frame which happens to be the same as the 
first. 
To avoid this type of problem, the originating station. 
simply adds a sequence number (SN) to each frame. transmitted. 
The destination station then returns the sequence number as 
part of the ~cknowledgment. Th.is avoids the ambiguities about 
which frame is being acked. o 
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4.0 User Service Specfffcatfon 
The local user is the collection of OSI fiiyers above 
• 
the data link. and station management layers. The local user 
represents the application software for a particular 
station. The application software contains the individual 
-
functions or processes that a particular station.performs. 
Each process is given either a local or remote service 
access point to allow it to communicate on the LAN. 
Typically, each process is controlled through a state table 
or shared buffer area.· Once a process is activated it can 
, 
be control led remot.ely by the rea·ding/modifying of its state 
taple. 
The local user requests the station management entity 
to provide one of th~ following services. 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
return active station list 
- -
return value of PLC, MAC, or PHY parameter 
enter the 1 ine connect state 
enter the line disconnect state 
enter the configure state 
activate a local service aacess point (LSAP) 
activate a remote service access point (RSAP) 
deactivate a service access point (SAP) 
The local station management entity accepts these 
service requests, performs the required actions, and 
imm~diately responds with a confirmation and.any requested 
results. The 1 ocal station management performs all requests 
without exchanging information with remote station managers. 
The\local user is notified of important changes within 
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the logical link co~trol and media access control sublayers, 
or physical layer. Important changes include an update to 
the active station list, or the station entering the 
- -
.. line disconnect state without being commanded to do so. 
-
The set of primitives associated with the user-
management interf'ace are: 
L_MGMT.request 
L MGMT.con-firm 
L MGMT.indication· 
The fol lowing sections detail the response of the 
station management entity to local user requests. The· 
L_MGMT.request primitive initiates the action to be taken, 
and supplies the hecessary arguments. The parameters 
associated with the L MGMT primitives are listed in table 
4-1. Each action results in a L_MGMT.confirm primitive 
returned to· the local user. The returned parameters., the 
results, and their status's, are 1 isted in table 4-2. The 
reporting of signi-ficant events back to the local user are 
conveyed with the L_MGMT.indication primitive. The codes and 
reasons associated with the L_MGMT.indication. primitive are 
listed in table 4-3 [3] . 
... 
f 
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4.1 R~turn Active station list. The local station 
management entity must be ,in the 1 ine_connect state in order 
to have a proper active_station_list. If' the station 
management entity is not in the 1 i,ne_connect state, it wi 11 
return a status of unable to perform request~d action, RJ. 
If' the station is ·in the 1 i ne connect state it w i 1 1 return 
the contents of the active station list, and a confirmation 
- -
· status of OK [3]. 
4.2 Return Value or PLC, MAC, or PHY Parameter. The local 
station management entity must be i.n the line connect state 
in order to read PLC, MAC, or PHY parameters. If the 
~ 
station management entity is not in the 1 ine_connect state, 
ft will return a status of unable to perform requested 
action, RJ. If the station is in the line_connect st~te\ 
then either a L_STATus·. request or MA_SET _VALUE. request 
primitive is issued and when the confirmation is recefved, a 
L_MGMT.confirm is returned with the. appropriate status [3}. 
4.3 Enter Line Connect State. The line connect state is 
• 
entered in response to a L_MGMT.request with a code of 7. 
This is depicted in figure 4-1. The local station management 
entity must be in the line disconnected state in order to 
- . 
attempt a transition into the line_connect state. The 
station management entity must successfully initialize the 
LLC, MAC and PHY layers, and initialize the' 
.., 
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Active station list to TS. 
- -
' The PHY layer is initialized by sending 
PHY_MODE_SELECT.request primitives to enable the transmit and 
receive functions. The MAC sublayer is initialized by 
setting in_ring_desired to true with the MA_SET_VALUE.request 
primitive, then selecting and con-firming the communication 
protocol with the MA INITIALIZE_PROTOCOL primitives. The LLC 
sublayer is initialized by activating and con-figuring the 
necessary ·service access points. If any of the , 
initialization confirmation primitives return false, the 
station management entity returns a L_MGMT.confirm, with code 
type 7, o~ false and returns to the line_disconnected state. 
~~ . 
A true L MGMT.confirm is not returned to the user until the 
"" 
"" line connected state is reached. 
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The line connect state exits to the 
-
active station list receive substate upon receiving a 
- . - --
MA EVENT.indication that the next station's address (NS) is 
-
no longer null. The station waits in this state for an 
active_station_lfst to be received from the station's 
previous station, PS. If .the active stati~n list timer 
- - . 
expires before an active stat f on 1-i·st. is received then: 
a) determine the address of PS by using an 
MA READ VALUE.request and confirmation 
- -b) send an active_station_list_request to PS 
c) restart the active station list timer 
d) decrement max_active_station_list~requests. 
If an active station list is not received before 
max_active_station_list_requests equals zero, then return a 
L_MGMT.conFirm, with code type 7~ of false.and proceed to 
the l fne disconnected state. 
When an active station list is received~ 
a) store the received list a~ the cutrent 
active station list 
b) send an active stat i on_add_not if i cat ·ion 
For TS to NS 
c) stop the active station_list_timer. 
Refer to section IOE.4.2 "Detailed Active station list 
-
Maintenance Procedures" in the PROWAY manual for further 
recommendations. 
The active station list receive substate exits to the 
- -
line connect state. 
-
A L_MGMT.confirm primitive of true . . 1 S . 
now returned to the user [3]. 
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L_MGMT.request (line_connect) 
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I PHY_MODE_SELECT.request (enable re~eiver) 
___ v __ 
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1 activate 1 1 I . I I 
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\ I I . 
I 
I 
I 
PHY MODE SELECT.confirm 
- -
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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___ v____ : 
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Xml·trs •-------~---------->' t . . . . . l 
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I 
I 
I • 
I 
I 
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\ ____ / ·t I 
I ~~--~~----------------- I ~ 
PHY_MODE_SELECT.request (enable xmitrs) 
·, 
I 
I 
\ 
V 
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• r1ng 
MA_SET_VALUE.request ( 
in_ring_desire,TRUE) 
l. 
\ -----------~------> 
'<--~--~---~~------- . . . 
_____ / 
I 
I 
__ v __ ---
MA SET VALUE.confirm 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
MAC 
sublayer 
MA EVENT~indication (NS= 0) 
I enter \ : 
. . 
~ r 1 ng, '<------------------' I . I 
: wait I I 
\ ____ / 
' I 
V 
In Ri.ng 
I 
· ------------
Fig 4-1 
Line Connect State Diagram 
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4.4 Enter Line Disconnect State. The line disconnect state 
is entered in response to a L_MGMT.request with a ,code of 6. 
This initiates an orderly disconnection of this station from 
" the LAN. See rigure 3-1. 
The station must be in the line connected state in 
-
order to process this request. A.MA_SET_VALUE.request with 
' 
in_ring_desired set to false is passed to tAe MAC sublayer. 
This request notifies the previous station (PS) that this 
station desires to leave the logical token ring. When an 
MA EVENT.indication is received with a change in the 
successor's address to nul 1 the s{atfon is no longer 
participating in the ring. The transmitters are inhibited and 
the receivers a~e placed in the loop back state. This 
sequence of events completes an orderly disconnect from the 
LAN. The station proceeds to the clear active_station list 
state and then to the line disconnected state. When the line 
disconnected state is reached the local user is notified of 
the proper disconnect, code type of 6. Not receiving a 
confirmation for a particular request, or not receiving a 
' MA_EVENT.indication ot= a change in the successor's address to 
-" 
null in a reasonable time is a hard failure. Hard failures 
are recorded as such, and the station proceeds to the clear / 
·, 
active station list state and enters the line disconnected 
- -
state. ·The station· management entity state machine shal 1 
never ''hang" waiting f'or an e~n.t· to occur. Requests to retry 
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th~ event will occur until either the event happens, or a 
time-out counter elapses. In the time-out case the station 
'. 
will enter the line_disconnect state [3]. 
4.5 Enter Configure State. The configure state is entered 
upon receiving a L_MGMT.request with a code type of 8. The 
local station management entity must be in the line_connect 
state with no PLC service access point components activated. 
The user enters this state in ordet to activate local (LSAP) 
and remote (RSAP) service access points. See figure 3-2. 
The configure state of the station management st~te 
machine corresponds to entry into the specified _configute. 
state of a local or remote PLC state machine. Once the 
service access pqint is activated the station management 
• 
state machine ehters the line connected state relative to 
this SAP [3]. Service access points are further discussed in 
section 5.0 "Logical Link Control Sublayer". 
4.6 Activate LSAP. The activate LSAP state is entered upon 
receiving a L_MGMT.request of code type 3 from the local 
user. The associated PLC local and remote state machines 
for this SAP must be in the configure state in order to 
process this request. 
To activate a local service access point a 
L_SAP _ACTI v·ATE. request pr i n,.i t.i ve is issued to the PLC state 
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machine. The arguments associated with this primitive are 
given in table 4-1 "Management Request Codes and Arguments". 
' This primitive is not to be used for the responder role of 
l. 
the RDR service component. 
AL SAP ACTIVATE.confirmation is returned with the 
- -
results~oF the attempted activation. If this activation 
request was issued by the user, then the receipt of this 
primitive by the station management causes it to issue an 
L_MGMT.confirm notifying the user of the success or failure 
of the activation [3]. 
4. 7 Activate RSAP. · The activate RSAP state -i. s entered upon 
receiving a L_M_GMT.request oF code type 4 from the local 
user. The remote PLC state machine for this SAP must be in 
the configure state in order to process this request. 
To activate a remote service access pqtnt a 
L_RSAP_ACTI·VATE.request primitive is issued to the PLC state 
machine. The arguments associated with this primitive are 
given in table 4-1 "Management.--Request Codes and Arguments". 
The arguments include a SSAP, a DSAP, and a 
shared buffer identifier. The SSAP specifies the user which 
is to receive L REPY.indications when an RDR request is 
received at this DSAP. The DSAP specifies the DSAP number 
associated with the shared buffer area. The 
shared buffer identifier i~dicates the shared buffer area 
- -
. . - . . -
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which fs made avaf lab le for the RDR service. - This primitive 
wil 1 only conrigure and activate an RDR response co~ponent. 
~AL RSAP ACTIVATE.confirmation is. returned with the 
- -
results of the attempted aciivation. If this activation 
• 
request·was issued by the user, then the receipt of this 
primitive by the station management causes it to issue an 
L_MGMT.confirm noti~ying the user of the success or failure 
of the activation [3]. 
4. 8 Deactivate SAP. The deactivate s·AP state is entered upon 
receiving a L_MGMT.request with a code type of 5. The local 
station management entity must wait until there are no 
outstanding request~with_response frames for this SAP. 
The deactivate state of the station man~gement state 
machine corresponds to entry into the specified deactivate 
state of a local or remote PLC state machine· . 
.. 
A· L_SAP DEACTIVATE.confirmati6n is returned with the 
- ~ 
' 
results of the attempted deactivation. l f" th i s deact f·vat ion 
re~uest was issued by the user, then the receipt of this 
primitive by the station management causes it to issue an 
·L_MGMT.conrirm noti~ying the user of the success or f"ail·ure 
of the deactivation [3] • 
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Tab 1 e 4-1 · . 
Management Reque·st Codes and Arguments 
Code Action_Reguested 
1 Return list of all stations 
participating in the token 
ring 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
Return value of PLC, MAC, or 
PHY parameters 
Activate LSAP (except for RDR 
response component) 
Activate RSAP (RDR response 
component of this LSAP) 
Deactivate SAP 
Enter Line disconnect state 
Enter Line connect state 
-
Enter configure state 
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Arguments 
None 
L user identifier, 
Parameter identifier, 
access_control 
information 
SSAP, services activated 
at this SSAP, role in 
each service activated, 
maximum L_sdu length for 
each service activated 
SSAP to receive L REPLY 
-indications when an RDR 
~ 
request is received at 
this DSAP, DSAP 
associated with this 
shared_buffer_area, 
shared buffer area 
identification (format 
is implementation 
dependent) 
SAP 
None 
None 
None 
-
lJ 
.. 
0 
Table 4-2 
User-Management Confirmation Codes and Results 
Code Action Attempted Results 
1 Return list of all stations Active_station 1 ist 
participating in the token (format is implementation 
ring dependent) 
2 Value of specified PLC, MAC, ·status, parameter_value 
or PHY parameters 
. 
3 Activate LSAP Services activated at 
this SSAP, role in each 
active service, maximum 
L_sdu length for each 
service activated, 
shared buffer area 
5 Deactivate SAP 
tdentification, user 
to receive L REPLY 
indication 
SAP 
6 Entry to Line_disconnect state None 
7 
8 
- . 
Entry to Li·ne_connect state 
Entry to configure state 
None 
None 
Code 
OK 
CE 
IP 
RJ 
User-Management Confirmation Status Codes 
Meaning 
Requested action performed 
Unimplemented code type 
Invalid parameters 
Unable to perform requested action 
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Ta·b 1 e 4-3 
User-Management Indication Codes and Reason 
~ 
Code Associated Change 
1 A change has occurred to the 
active station 1 ist 
2 
..... 
The station has entered the 
line disconnect state 
- .· 
spontaneous ·l y 
I 
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Reason 
Detect a change in 
it NS, Active_add 
notification 
-
received from PS, 
Active station 
delete notification 
-
received from PS 
PHY MODE CHANGE. 
indication received 
. I 
\ 
5.0 Lo;fcal Link Control Sublayar 
Lehigh's MAP implementation speciries that the LLC 
sublayer provides ~ingle frame connectionle~s data·services 
with immediate acknowledgment of frame delivery. This 
I 
implementation is described as type III in the ANSI IEEE 
802.2 standard, or,as PLC in the PROWAY standard~ PROWAY is 
a standard from the 1nstrument Society of America which 
describes a token passing bus system to be used in the 
process control industry. The PROWAY standard specifies 
-
layers 1 and 2 oF the OSI reference model. PROWAY refers to 
layer 2, the logical link control (LLC) sublayer, as the 
PROWAY link control (PLC) sublayer. PLC and LLC are 
interchangeable in this document, because the PLC protocol 
. 
implementation is planned for the Mohler building. 
The immediate acknowledge service, ·or type III service, 
allows the receiving node to immediately acknowledge receipt 
of the frame without waiting for the token. The normal mode 
of operation uses transaction message pairs, such that each 
request is followed by its related response or acknowledgment 
L ·0 
message. Any two stations on a single data highway shal 1 
perform direct data interchange without involving store and 
forward at a third station. 
The type III architecture is designed to provide rapid 
response with high reliability. This architecture allows 
certain layers o~ the OSI reference model to be optionally 
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bypassed to increase localized network responsiveness. It 
is un~erstood that full MAP functionality is not attainable 
ir these layers are bypassed. 
To achieve faster network access time, certain 
•, 
assumptions were made about the environment in which it 
would be used; 1) messages in time critical applications are 
,> 
assumed to be short, typically arou~d 16 to 20 bytes, 2) 
applications are directly bound to service access points, 
each separate application will· require a separate link 
, 
, 
access point address, 3) Immediate acknowledgment from a 
. 
remote node while the 1-ocal node remains in possession of 
, 
the token. This service provides For immediate retry if 
data or acknowledgment is not received in a ti me 1 y manner., 
or reporting failure if acknowledgment is not received and 
the max_ i mmed. i ate_acknow 1 edge_retry counter has expired, 4) 
it is assumed that applications act upon messages, as .the 
application requires, after -the message~ are received. The 
acknowledgment of receiving a frame does NOT imply the frame 
was- correctly acted upon, 5) nodes dedicate most of their 
re~ources to support.ing their primary task$, for fnstance 
robot control, and give secondary importance to communication 
services, 6) applications are only able to maintain one 
outstanding (unacknowledged) message at a time [4]. 
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The PLC sublayer 1s o~ganized into two log~cally 
dlvfded independent state machines. The local state machine 
and the remote state ma.chine. · The 1 oca 1 state machine 
handles all request from and confirmations to the local PLC 
user. The remote state machine passes indications to the 
remote PLC user, manages the shared data areas, and returns 
requested data to the local machine. Data is ~ransferred 
. 
bet~een local and remote state machines using three basic 
protoco· l s • 
1) Send Data with (immediate) Acknowledge, SDA. 
2) Send Data with No acknowledge, SON. 
3) Request Data with (immediate) Reply, RDR. 
For detail information concerning the behavior or the local 
and remote PLC state machines consult the "PROWAY Industrial 
Data Highway standard" [3]. 
·4' 
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5.1 Station Management Specfrication. This section . . 
describes the local administrative services provided between 
the station management entity and the LLC sublayer. The 
services provided are; 1) resetting the LLC sublayer, 2) 
activating and configuring the LLC's service access points 
(SAPs), 3) specifying constant values appropriate for the~ 
' 
Metwork, and 4) notifying the station management entity of 
' 
relevant changes in the LLC entity status. 
The primitives associated with these loca·l 
administrative services are: 
L_RESET.request 
L_STATUS.request 
L_STATUS.indication 
L STATUS.confirm 
-
L_SAP_ACTIVATE.request 
L SAP ACTIVATE.confirm 
- -
L_RSAP_ACTIVATE.request 
L RSAP ACTIVATE.confirm 
- -
L_SAP_DEACTIVATE.request 
L SAP DEACTIVATE.confirm 
-- ......... 
The fol lowing sections describe the means by which the 
station m~nagement provides administrative services to the 
LLC ent ·i t·y and other LLC eyIT it i es on the LAN [ 3] • 
Ii 
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5.1.1 Resetting the h,LC Sublayer. Resettfn~ the LLC 
sublayer is accompl ished,by the station management entity 
sending the L_RESET.-request primitive to the ~LC sublayer. 
Upon receiving this request the LLC sublayer resets itself 
exactly as at power on. All LSAPs, except management LSAPs, 
are deactivated and a11· management LSAPs are activated [3]-. 
5.1.2 Parameter Value Specification. Parameter values are 
speciFied for individual service access points. The 
primitives associated with parameter specification are 
L_SAP_ACTIVATE.request and LtSAP_ACTIVATE.request. 
The parameters associated with L_SAP_ACTIVATE.request 
include which services, or combination of services, to 
activate (SDA, SON, RDR, or non_PROWAY), the role of each 
service activated (INITIATOR, RESPONDER, or BOTH), and the 
maximum size oF the L_data_unit exchanged across the PLC-
.user interface. The range of ~ ...... data_unit is 1 to 1000 
octets. The term INITIATOR refers to a station that 
performs all Functions of the local PLC state machi·ne and 
the reception Functions oF the remote PLC state machine. 
The term RESPONDER refers to a station that performs all the 
~unctions of a remote PLC state machine and none of the 
functions of the ·1 oca l PLC state machine. An examp 1 e of a 
RESPONDER connected to the LAN would be an instrument. The 
te·rm BOTH reFers to a station which perForms a-11 the 
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functions of the local PLC and remote PLC state machines. 
The parameter associated with L_RSAP_ACTIVATE.request 
is shared buffer identification. 
Shared buffer identification indicates the bu¥fer which is 
- -
made available for the RDR service. This buffer is 
typically a state table associated with the implementation 
of the particular station. The format of this buffer is 
implementation dependent [3]. 
" 
5.1.3 Activating!' Con-figuring, and Deactivating LLC's SAPs. 
Two types of service access points may be activated and 
con-figured, local (LSAP) and remote service access points 
( RSAP) . 
Local and remote service access points allow 
communication between administrative and application. 
dependent processes. The service access points are 
configured, activated, and deactivated by commands issued by 
the local station management state machine. Local and remote 
setvice access points are managed by the LLC state machine. 
A separate local state machine is maintained 'for each SAP 
with initiator functions. This state machine handles all 
. 
requests from, and con~irmations to the local user at the 
priority given to it upon con-figuration. For each station 
with responder functions one remote state machine is 
maintained for each RSAP activated. The remote machine 
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handles all fndicatfons to the ~emote user at this DSAP, and 
manages the $hared_data_area associated with the DSAP. The 
indications usually arise as a result of rrames received over 
the LAN. For exact details and descriptions 1of the LLC 
implementation for this LAN, consult the ''PROWAY-LAN 
I ndustr fa 1 Data Hi g_hway" manua 1 chapter 3 [ 3] . 
. ,. 
5.1.4 Notification of Relevant Changes. The set of L STATUS 
-
primitives are used to query and obtain the status of a 
particular service access point. L_STAtUS.request and 
L_STATUS.conf'irm primitives convey the local or remote 
stat.us of a par.ti cu lar SAP back to the station management 
.. entity. The L_STATUS. indication primitive informs the 
station management entity of the receipt of a remote stat·ion 
. 
update, or- informs the station management entity of a· 
spontaneous change within the PLC sublayer which requires 
interaction by the station management entity [3}. 
,,. 
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6.0 Medfa Access Control Sublayer 
r The MAC sublayer is responsible For controll fng access 
\ 
to the broadcast medium. It performs the Functions oF 
framing, addressing, arbitration, rrarne integrity checking, 
.. 
and priority~message al location. MAP requires the message 
priority option implementation in the MAC sublayer. 
Two'types of information are passetj between each 
logical layer: control and data. The control inFo~mation is 
the basis for all th~ services which are required to process 
the message. As each layer provides its part of those 
services, the remaining control inFormation is passed to the 
next lower level. This process continues until no control 
in.formation rema i·ns. The MAC sub 1 ayer receives and 
. - . passes blocks of in-formation to and from the Logical Link 
Control sublayer (LLC) and the station management entity. 
The blocks of information correspond to data Frames 
containing source and destination addresses, length, an~ 
dat.a. 
The station manager is responsible for resetting the 
MAC sublayer, establishing the node's address, confOiguring 
timers and other constant parameters, determining whether 
the MAC entity should be a member oF the token-passing-ring, 
and the collection oF statistical data [2]. 
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. 6.1 Station Management Specirication. Thfs section 
describes the services provided between the station 
r 
management entity and the medium access control sublayer. 
This includes the primitives associated with l·ocal 
administrative services and the values of parameters passed 
by the primitives. 
The administrative services provided to the MAC 
sublayer by the station management entity are; 1) resetting 
the MAC sublayer, 2) selecting the station address and length 
of all MAC addresses, 3) the appropriate protocol for 1the 
netwo~k ( for example token bus, token-bus repeater) and 
confirming the MAC entity can implement that protocol, 4) 
specifying values for bus slot time, token hold time, 
rotation time, and other constant parameters, 5) determining 
whether the MAC entity is a member of the token ring, and 
that the ~tation's address is unique to the local network, 6) 
reading MAC parameters and passing these values to the 
• 
station management entity, 7) specifying the set of group 
addresses which the MAC entity c~n recognize, 8) sending and 
receiving station management data frames with other station 
management entities. 
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The primitives associated with these local 
administrative services are: 
' 
MA INITIALIZE PROTOCOL 
- -MA INITIALIZE PROTOCOL 
MA_SET_VALUE.request 
MA SET VALUE.conrirmatfon-
- -
MA READ VALUE.request 
- -MA READ VALUE.conrirmation 
MA EVENT.indication 
-MA FAULT REPORT.indication 
MA GROUP ADDRESS.request 
- -MA GROUP ADDRESS.conFirmation 
MA_CDATA.request 
MA CDATA.indication 
MA CDATA.confirmation 
d 
The fol lowing sections describe the means by which the 
station management provides administrative services to the 
MAC entity and other MAC entities on ·the local area network 
[ 2] • 
6.1.1 Resetting the MAC Sublayer. The station management 
entity may reset the MAC sublayer with the 
MA_INITIALIZE_PROTOCOL.request primitive. The parameter 
passed with this primitive is the desired protocol with 
.. 
which the MAC sublayer should implement. The protocols 
available are token_bus or token_bus_repeater. 
U~oM reception the MAC entity resets itself exactly as 
a power-on sequehce, selecting the protocol passed to it by 
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the stat f on manager. A MA_ l~ TI ~L I ZE_PROTOCOL • conf f rmat i on 
primitive is passed back to the station manager to indicate 
the success or failure of the reset function. 
A MAC reset may be initiated from the system manager, 
with a station management frame, or a iequest by a higher 
1 eve 1 1 ayer [ 2] • 
6.1.2 Selecting the Station Address. The station address is 
a read only parameter originating in the station management 
entity. The station address parameter should be either 
switch sel.ected, or hard coded into a configuration file. 
The station address is an integer either 16 or 48 bits long. 
All addresses in the local area network must be the same 
1 ength. MAP requires station address's to be 48. bits· in 
length, PROWAY addresses are always 16 bits in length. Each 
station address on the local area network must. be unique [2]. 
6.1.3 Protodol Selection ~or the Network. The primitive 
associated with selecting the desired protocol i·s 
MA_INITIALIZE_PROTOCOL.request. This primitive is passed to 
the MAC sublayer from the station manager. Upon reception o~ 
this primitive, the MAC subl·ayer resets itself exactly as a 
I) 
power-on sequence, then attempts to implement the desired 
protocol ( For example token bus, token-bus repeater). 
PROWAY st~tfons alway~ use the simp·le token~bus protocol • 
• 
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The MA INITIALIZE PROTOCOL.confirmation indicates the 
·- -
availability of the desired protocol [2]. 
6~1.4 Parameter Value SpeciFication. This section 
identifies the p·arameters within the MAC sublayer that 
interface to the station manager. These parameters either 
originate in the station manager and are passed to the MAC· 
sublayer7 are dynamically updated by the MAC sublayer and 
refrieved by the station manager, or are significant 
parameters that must be immediately reported to the station 
manager if modified. 
6.1.4.1 Station Management Originating. The fol lowing 
parameters originate in the station management entity, and 
are passed to the MAC sublayer. 
1) Station Address (TS) - a string 16 or 48 bits in 
length. 
2) slot_time - An integer in the range of I to 8191 
octet time~. Slot time is deFined as the maximum time 
any station need wait for an immediate response from 
r . 
~ 
another station. Al 1 stations on the network shall use 
the same value for slot time. 
slot time= INTEGER { 
-
' 
( [ 2 * (transmis$ion_path_delay + station_delay} + 
safety_margin l / 
MAC_symbol_time + 7) / 8) 
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3) hi pr i token ho 1 d ti me - A. 16 bit integer in the 
- - - -
range Oto 65535 octet-times. The station holding the 
token shall only begin transmitting a high priority 
frame when there is time remaining on the 
hi_pri_toker,_hold_time. The transmission may continue 
after the timer expires. 
4) max ac 4 rotation time - A 21 bit integer in the 
- - - - . 
range Oto 2,097,151 octet-times. The station holding 
the token shall only begin transmitting a frame of 
class 4 when there is time remaining on the 
max ac 4 rotation time. The transmission may continue 
.- - - -
after the timer expires. 
5) max ac 2 rotation time - A 21 bit integer in the. 
- - - -
range Oto 2,097,151 octet-times. The station holding 
-the token shall only begin transmitting a frame of 
class 2 when there is time remaining on the 
max_ac_2_rotation time. The transmission may continue 
after the timer expires. 
<> 
6) max_ac_O_rotation_time - A 21 bit integer in the 
range Oto 2,097,151 octet-times. The station holding 
the token shall only begin transmitting a frame of 
class O when there is time remaining on the 
max ac_O_rotation time. The transmission may continue 
after the timer expires. 
7) max_ring_maintenance_rotation_time - An integer in 
the range Oto 2,097,151. octet-times. 
a·) ring maintenance timer initial value - A 21 bit 
- - - -integer value in the range Oto 2,097,151 octet times. 
The initial value of 
ring_maintenance_token_rotation_timer .. A large value 
will cause the station to solicit successors 
immediately upon entry to the ring; a value of ze·ro 
will cause the station to deFer this solicitation for 
at least one rotation of the token. 
9) max_ inter _so 1 i ct_count - A integer va 1 ue· in the 
range 16 to 255. This variable determines how often a 
station opens a response window. The MAC sublayer 
randomizes the least two significant bits of this 
variable to·avoid having all stations open a response 
window on the same token rotation. 
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lQ). m;n_post_silence_preamble_length - An· integer equal 
to the minimum number of octets of preamble to be 
transmitted at the beginning of a transmission after 
the station has been silent. This value is determined 
by the type of physical layer used in the station . 
. 
11) in_ring_desired - A boolean variable which controls 
~he Access Control Machine's steady-state condition 
when it has no queued transmission requests. A value 
of TRUE signifies the station is participating in the 
token ring, a value of FALSE signifies the station 
should only be an observer of the token ring. 
12) event_enable_mask - a list of significant MAC 
events. When a significant event occurs and its mask 
bit is set then the event is reported to the station 
manager with the MA_EVENT.indication primitive. The 
events that cause a MA EVENT.indication are 
-
1) change of successor address, NS 
2) change of successor address to null, ·Ns = 0 
13) max_retry_l imit - An integer constant in the range 
0 to 7 that determines how many times a station resends 
a request_with_response frame for which it does not get 
a response. 
,/ 
The previous values are passed to the MAC ~ublayer with 
the MA_SET_VALUE.request primitive. This primitive passes 
the variable name and value for parameters. The act of 
sending thi~ primitive to the MAC sublayer always generates 
a MA SET VALUE.confirmation with a status of success or 
- -
fai 1 ure. 
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6.1.4~2 Station Management Request. The station management 
" 
entity requests values for the fol lowing parameters be read 
from the MAC sublayer. The station manager wil 1 accumulate 
and maintain these parameters and forward them to the system 
manager with a system management frame. 
1) Address of successor, NS 
2) Address or predecessor, PS 
3) Number of retries on request_with_response 'frames 
4) Number of stations in ring 
5) Measured token rotation time 
6) Number of valid received frames 
7) Number of received frames with FCS errors 
8) Oupl icate address recognition 
9) Transmission.fault 
6.1.4.3 Si~nificant Parameters. When significant events 
/J I 
occur within the MAC sublayer the station manager must be 
notified with the MA~EVENT.indication primitive. Which 
events are signifi~ant is determined by the 
event enable mask variable. This variable is initialized by 
the station manager on power-up, an~ then dynamically 
updated to reflect changes within the station mahager. The 
events that cause a MA EVENT.indication are: 
1) change of successor address, NS 
2) change of successor address to nul 1, NS= O. 
The data link layer state machines that modify variables 
on the event enable mask list must check this mask each time 
a variable fs updated. l f the rnas'k bit is set then the 
MA~EVENT.indication primftlve must be invoked in the station 
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manager. 
Another significant event is a fa~lt condition. 
Fault conditions are reported to the station manager with the 
MA FAULT REPORT.indication primitive. The two types of raults 
..... - ', . 
currently supported are duplicate address recognition, and a 
faulty transmitter. The duplicate address fault is indicated 
when the MAC sublayer has inferred that there is another MAC 
entity on the network which has the same M.,AC address as the 
current value of the variable TS. The faulty transmitter is 
indicated when the MAC sublayer has inferred evidence that the 
station's transmissions are not being received correctly by 
• 
other stations on the network [2]. 
6.1.5 Ring Member. Active nodes residing on the LAN are 
either contending for the. token or not. The boolean 
in_ring_desired determines the Access Control Machine's 
(·ACM) steady-state condition when there are no frames to 
transmit. If the station manager sets the in_ring_desired 
boolean to false~ the ACM ~ill only contend for the token 
when its any_send_pending boolean is set true. When the 
station manager sets th~ i n_r i ng_des ired boo 1 ea·n to true, 
the ACM will remain in the logic ring, and contend for the 
I .. 
token even if it does not have any frames to transmit [2]. 
•.\ 
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6.1.6 Station Address Recognitfbn. The set·of group I 
addresses that are recognized by the MAC sublayer and passed 
to the MAC-user entity are. specified by the station manager 
with the MA GROUP ADDRESS primitive. The MAC sublayer wil 1 
- -
only recognize the last set of addresses loaded. Loading a 
zero group, or no, addresses deactivates the group address 
recognition service [2]. 
' 
6.1.7 Station Management Data Frames. Station management 
entities communicate with other station management entities 
by exchanging MAC ~ervice data un_its (m_sdus). 
MAC service data units are used to; 1) transmit the 
active_station_l ist and active~station_change_notification to 
NS, 2) recognize duplicate addresses (from the 
active stat-ion list), 3) "forward statistics to other station 
- -
managers, 4) remotely reset other stations, and 5) improve 
token rotation time by updating timers and other variables 
values. 
Station management Frames are composed of the following 
\. 
fields; the m_sdu, a destination address, and a quality of ,. 
service. Station management frames pass from the station 
management entity to the MAC sublayer with the 
• 
MA_CDATA.request primitive. The destination address may be a 
single, g~oup, or broadcast address. The PROWAY standard · 
requires the additional parameter, confirmation_class, be 
• 
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passed with the MA_CDATA primitive. The conrirmatfon class 
-
specifies whether or not a response is required from the 
remote 'MAC entity, or identlfies that the message is a 
response frame. The possible confirmation_class values are: 
RQ = request with no response 
RR= request with response 
/ 
RS= response . 
Group and broadcast destination_addresses must have a 
confirmation_class of RQ [3]. The MAC sublayer proceeds to 
compose and transmit the frame at the indicated -level of" 
service. The MAC sublayer returns the statu~ and actual 
level of service back to the station manager with the 
MA CDATA.confirmation primitive. 
~ 
Station management entities exchange 'frames in the 
fol lowing manner. A ·frame is composed at the 16cal station 
management entity and transmitted by issuing a 
MA_CDATA. request to the 1 oca l MAC entity. The local M·AC 
entity transmits this frame when it possesses the token. The 
receiving, or remote, management entity then receives a 
MA_CDATA.indication 'from its MAC entity. lf' this 'frame is 
transmitted with a confirmation class of RR, request wi.th 
response, both the local and remote station management 
entities receive MA CDATA.indications. The remote management 
entity receives a MA_CDATA.indication with a 
confirmation class of RR. This remote entity immediately 
! 
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,· 
issues a MA_CDATA.request with a conf'irmat,ion_cl~ss of RS 
(the originating station still holds the token). The 
' 
origi~ating station managem~nt entity then receives a 
. MA CDATA.indication primitive, passed from the remote 
- ~ 
management entity, as an acknowledgment to the original 
MA_CDATA.request primitive~ This RS ·frame should be received 
at the local MAC· entity before any other frames. Essentially, 
the MA CDATA.confirrnation and MA CDATA.indication should be .... - .. 
received simultan~ously. 
The MA CDATA.confirmation primitive confirms the success ) 
or 'failure or the corresponding MA_CDATA.request primitive. 
When a MA_CDATA.request primitive is issued with a 
conf"irmation_class or RQ or RS the MA_CDATA.conrirmation 
primitive is passed immediately after the attempt to transmit 
the 'frame. If the confirmation_class is RR, the 
MA CDATA.confirmation is ·passed: 
1) immediately if" the RR frame cannot be 
transmitted or 
2) when the requested RS f'rame is received or 
3) when all predefined retries have been exhausted. 
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7.0 Physfcal Layer 
The physical lsyer serves as a virtual l~nk for 
transmitting a sequence of bits between any pair of nodes 
joined by a physical commµnication ~hannel. The 
communication channel, or medium, pl~nned for the Mohler 
I 
building is Fiber optic cable, ope~ating at a transmission 
rate of 10 megabits/second. Separate physical channels are 
used for transmission and reception of bits. 
Bits are transmitted without a DC component, that is 
they have a transition in the middle of each signaling 
interval. This type of direct encoding is referred to as 
,"i' 
Manachester coding. 
7. l Station Management Specification. The MAP specification 
recognizes the fact that the physical layer has a station 
management service access point, but has declared ''its 
communication ~ervices are (currently) too primitive to be 
an effective path for station management operations'' [1]. 
The design or the station manager to the physical layer is 
given here for completeness, although in practice it may or 
may not .be implemented. 
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The local administrative services provided to the 
station managemeht entity by the physical layer entity are: 
1) Resetting the physical layer entity 
2) Determining the available operating modes and 
selecting the appropriate mode. Mode choices include: 
a) Transmitter output disable/enable (per drop 
cable) . 
b) Received signal source (either a drop cable· 
or a specffied loopback point) 
c) Received signal level reporting 
3) Notifying station management of changes in current 
operating modes not caused by a PHY_MODE.select 
request. 
The primitives associated with these local 
administrative services are: 
PHY RESET.request 
-PHY RESET.confirm 
PHY_MODE_SELECT.request 
PHY MODE SELECT.confirm 
-
PHY_MODE CHANGE.indication 
7.1. 1 Resetting the Physical Layer Entity. Resetting the 
physical layer is accomplished by the station management 
entity sending the PHY_RESET.request primitive to the 
physical layer. Upon receiving this request the physical 
layer resets itself exactly as at power on. 
When ever the physical layer is reset the 
PHY_RESET.confirm primitive is passed to the station 
management entity. This primitive returns the 
LAN_ topo 1 ogy _type, a token_bus on a broa"dcast med i urn, and 
the PHY_role,.an originate_only· station [3]. 
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7.1.2 Operating Mode Selection. The station management 
entity selects the physical layer's mode of operation with 
the PHY_MODE_SELECT.request primitive. The two mode classes . 
are: 
1) transmitter_outputs_inhibit 
2)- received_signal_source 
The transmitter_outputs_inhibit may be set to true or 
False indicating: 
true - transmitter is inhibited From outputting to its 
associated medium 
False - transmitter is enabled to oµtput to its 
associated medium. 
lF multiple transmitters are connected to this physical 
entity then each transmitter must be notiFied oF its 
operating state. That means this primitive must be ext~nded 
to select individual transmitters. 
The received_signal_source has three modes: 
primary - station is to listen to the primary medium 
(primary receiver= ON, alternate= OFF) 
alternate - station is~to listen to the alternate medium 
(primary receiver= OFF, alternate= ON) 
looped - station is to loop back from within the 
physical layer (both receivers= OFF, all 
transmitters inhibited) 
' I • 
IF the physical entity has multiple loop back points, 
then this primitive must be extended to indicate the desired 
loop back point. 
The physical entity responds to the station manageme.nt 
entity with'the PHY_MODE_SELECT.confirm primitive to 
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indicate the success or railure in the selection oF the 
operating mode [3]. 
7.1.3 Notification of Relevant Changes. The· 
' 
PHY_MODE_CHANGE.indication primitive is used to notify .the 
station management entity of non-commanded mode changes. 
The primary use of' thi·s primitive is to indicate a 
. 
transmitter _output_inhibit due to: the activation of the 
ph"ysical layer's jabber inhibit function [3J. \ ,. 
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fndfcate the success or Failure in the selection of the 
operating mode [3]. · . .. 
7. 1. 3 Not i "f.f cat f on of Re 1 evant Changes. The 
PHY_MODE_CHANGE.indication primitive is used to noti~y the 
station management entity of non-commanded mode changes. 
The primary use of" this primitive is to indicate a 
transmitter_output_inhibit due to the activation of' the 
physical layer's jabber inhibit Function [3]. 
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